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Good evening, and a warm welcome back to Parkside for tonight’s much awaited first home match of the season, one

which we hope goes very much uninterrupted.

I am pleased to be able to welcome the Players Officials and supporters of Great Wakering Rovers Football Club who have

made the long journey from the far east of the county. Also, I bid a warm welcome to this evening’s Match Officials who we

hope have a good game, and have a safe journey home. 

Whilst tonight is our first home league game, we opened our season two weekends ago with a trip to AFC Sudbury, where

the honours were shared in a 1-1 draw. 

Last Saturday, we had the difficult task of a trip to Maldon & Tiptree for a FA Cup game. On paper a tie that neither relished

when the draw was made, as it pitched together 2 of the most successful teams over the past 2 incomplete seasons

together, with ultimately one exiting the competition at the first hurdle. An excellent all round Millers performance see us

produce a 1-0 victory and we have been rewarded with a trip to Ilford in the next round. This tie is next Saturday, and being

local I am sure the lads would welcome as many of you being there to cheer them on. 

Back to tonight, and our visitors have a host of familiar faces in their line-up, both on the field of play, on the bench and

also in the boardroom. Whilst we wish them all the best, it is hoped that only applies after they leave Parkside this evening

, and especially next weekend when they visit league rivals Felixstowe & Walton United, also in the FA Cup. 

Wakering have started the season with an opening day defeat 2-3 v Witham Town, but followed that up with an impressive

3-1 FA Cup victory over Heybridge Swifts.

Tonight, all being well, and it is tight as I type these notes, I am holding my breathe in anticipation of receiving our new

home playing kit for this season. You will notice a little different in style to previous season’s and one I know has proven

very popular with the players that have had a sneak preview. A big thank you to our main shirt sponsor, Alpha Forwarding,

and in particular to Steve Baldwin for agreeing to this. Also, a thank you to Lee Fallon of Budget Tyre Maintenance for his

‘back of shirt’ support.

On another note, some of you that are keen followers of the Millers on our Social Media Channels, will have noticed the

excellent addition to our Media Team of LockWells Studios this season. Welcome guys, some great footage so far and we

hope to help you grow whilst promoting our club.

As we experience live football again in our stadiums, enjoy the game, its’s been a long while, and in these strange times we

are still experiencing, I ask you to be respectful of others around you as you move around the stadium. 

Take Care, Stay Safe and see you at Ilford FC next Saturday.

WELCOME TO PARKSIDE
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Craig Johnson



DEFENDERS:

DAVID HUGHES

GEORGE ALLEN

MEET YOUR MILLERS

GOALKEEPERS:

JACK MOCHALSKIJASON RING

MIDFIELDERS:
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The club was formed in 1919 by soldiers demobbed after World War I and finding employment in the local brickfields. They

joined the Southend & District League, dominating it during the 1960s and 1970s. In 1982 they switched to the newly-

formed Southend & District Alliance Football League, but this league folded in 1989. At this point the club decided to make

the step up to intermediate level and were founder members of the new Division Three of Essex Intermediate League.

In 1990–91 saw Great Wakering were Division Three champions, earning promotion to Division Two. After winning Division

Two the following season, the club successfully applied to join the Essex Senior League. 

They went on to win the league in 1994–95 and finished as runners-up three times in the next two seasons. They were as

runners-up again in 1998–99, but as champions Saffron Walden Town failed to meet the ground grading requirements for

a place in Division Three of the Isthmian League, Great Wakering were promoted in their place.

The 1999–2000 season saw Great Wakering finish as runners-up in Division Three, earning promotion to Division Two.

League restructuring resulted in them being moved to Division One North in 2002, and in 2004 they were transferred to

the Eastern Division of the Southern League, where they remained for two seasons before being transferred back to

Division One North of the Isthmian League.

In 2011–12 the club finished bottom of the division, and were relegated back to the Essex Senior League. 

In 2013–14 the club were Essex Senior League champions and were promoted back to the Isthmian League. After

finishing bottom of the division in 2016–17, the club were relegated to the Essex Senior League. However, they went on

to win the league at the first attempt, earning promotion back to the renamed North Division of the Isthmian League.

Ground: In 1985 the club obtained a lease from the parish council on a disused allotment site. A football ground was built

by volunteers with the help of local farmer and supporter Roger Burroughs, who it was named after. The ground opened in

1989, with work starting on the main stand (the North Stand) in 1992, at which time a small covered area was built on the

other side of the pitch. A roof was put on the main stand in 1996 and 175 seats later installed.

A new covered terrace was installed in 2000. The North Stand was also expanded and currently seats 250.

A record attendance of 1,150 was set in 2006 for a pre-season friendly against Southend United. The record was broken

in July 2021 when a crowd of 1,500 watched another pre-season friendly against the same opponents.

HISTORY OF GREAT WAKERING ROVERS
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We started the game off well but our first chance came from Wyan Reid down the right wing, his centre to George Sykes

was just a bit too much and the potential chance was lost. Great Wakering had the first meaningful effort towards goal, but

former-Miller Jake Gordon flashed wide of David Hughes' left hand post.

The game was very scrappy as both teams had to really fight for chances. Wyan Reid put a teasing cross into the box to

Jason Raad who just couldn't get the desired connection to take it into the goal. Two minutes later both Jason Raad and

central defender Perry Dunn both had chances to fire towards goal, but both were blocked by Joe Heath and Ollie

Woodhouse respectfully.

Perry Dunn came forward and flashed an effort wide of the right hand post after chesting it down and leathering towards

goal, but his effort was just wide. George Sykes was next to threaten Great Wakering, he burst into the box, made space

for himself but placed his shot just wide of the goal on this occasion.

George Sykes was not to be denied for long as with two minutes before half time Sam Mvemba flicked the ball onto George

Sykes who guided the ball into the near post and into the bottom corner to poke us infront. Great Wakering Rovers 0-1

Aveley.

Half Time | Great Wakering Rovers 0-1 Aveley.

The hosts come back strong in the game created a few chances, none that particullay troubled David Hughes in the Aveley

goal. A dangerously placed free-kick was flicked over the bar by Jack Mochalski , with the resulting corner was cleared.

We almost doubled our lead on a couple of occassions but Jason Raad saw his free-kick saved by Bobby Mason and Wyan

Reid had his shot blocked by George Cox.

Into the last five minutes of the game as The Millers had to hold strong from a Great Wakering kitchen sink. A Rovers free-

kick was cleared well by Perry Dunn. The following corner landed to former-Miller Dan Walker who couldn't keep his effort

down as he smashed it over the crossbar. There was four minutes added on time, but The Millers held on for three more

vital points.

Full Time | Great Wakering Rovers 0-1 Aveley.

Millers XI | David Hughes, Jack Mochalski, Sam Mvemba, Connor Witherspoon, Harry Gibbs, Perry Dunn, Wyan Reid, Shad

Ngandu, George Sykes, Jason Raad, Alex Akrofi.

Subs | Bailey Hossack, Connor Martin, David Servietis, Daniel Blockley (GK).

Great Wakering Rovers XI | Bobby Mason, Louie Hay, Reece Conway, George Cox, Ollie Woodhouse, Joe Heath, Alfie Hilton,

Jack Stevenson, Jake Gordon, Kojo Apenteng, Martin Tuohy.

Subs | Billy Johnson, George Artemi, Jack Lelliott, Daniel Walker, Stephen Butterworth.

LAST TIME WE MET GREAT WAKERING
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GREAT WAKERING ROVERS 0-1 THE MILLERS
SATURDAY 7TH DECEMBER 2019 | ATTENDANCE 147



2021/22 MATCHDAY SPONSORSHIP 

aveleyfcmedia@gmail.com

07946438540 



LEAGUE TABLE
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LEAGUE FIXTURES
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SATURDAY 28TH AUGUST 2021
BARKING vs HEYBRIDGE SWIFTS

BASILDON UNITED vs GRAYS ATHLETIC

BRENTWOOD TOWN vs AFC SUDBURY

BURY TOWN vs HULLBRIDGE SPORTS

CANVEY ISLAND vs FELIXSTOWE & WALTON UNITED

COGGESHALL TOWN vs ROMFORD

DEREHAM TOWN vs  HASHTAG UNITED

MALDON & TIPTREE vs STOWMARKET TOWN

WITHAM TOWN vs TILBURY

MONDAY 30TH AUGUST 2021
AFC SUDBURY vs COGGESHALL TOWN

FELIXSTOWE & WALTON UNITED vs DEREHAM TOWN

GRAYS ATHLETIC vs AVELEY

GREAT WAKERING ROVERS vs BASILDON UNITED

HASHTAG UNITED vs BRENTWOOD TOWN

HULLBRIDGE SPORTS vs WITHAM TOWN

ROMFORD vs BARKING

STOWMARKET TOWN vs BURY TOWN

TILBURY vs CANVEY ISLAND

FRIDAY 10TH SEPTEMBER 2021
BARKING vs TILBURY

MALDON & TIPTREE vs GRAYS ATHLETIC



AUGUST FIXTURES 
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SEPTEMBER FIXTURES 
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OCTOBER FIXTURES 
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NOVEMBER FIXTURES 
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DECEMBER FIXTURES 
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JANUARY FIXTURES 
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FEBRUARY FIXTURES 
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MARCH FIXTURES 
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APRIL FIXTURES 
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FOLLOW AVELEY AWAY
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Monday 30th August 2021

3PM Kick Off
Parkside, RM15 4PX

Tuesday 14th September 2021

7.45PM Kick Off

Directions:
By Road: 

Get on M25 from Belhouse Avenue, Aveley Bypass/B1335,

Stifford Road and Ship Lane. Follow M25 to Greater London,

take exit 28 from M25. Follow A1023, Western Road and

Doddinghurst Road to your destination in Pilgrims Hatch,

Brentwood.

Sat Nav: CM15 9NN

By Rail: Nearest Railway Station: Brentwood:

Brentwood station is on the TFL Rail and Greater Anglia line

that runs from London Liverpool Street line to Southend

Victoria.

To walk from the station will take about 30 mins.



FOLLOW AVELEY AWAY
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Saturday 2nd October 2021

3PM Kick Off

Directions:
By Road: 

FROM A12: Pick up the A14 at the Toys ‘R’ Us turning and follow signs for

Bury St Edmunds. Leave the A14 Junction 43, signposted to central Bury

St Edmunds. Once clear of the exit roundabout, follow the signs to Town

Centre. Take the first exit at the next roundabout (after 300 yards) into

Northgate Street. At the second set of traffic lights (T - Junction), turn

left into Mustow Street and first left into Cotton Lane, past the Hawkes

garage and the Drive Car Showroom. Carry on down to the bottom of

Cotton Lane and turn right in the council car park.

FROM M11: Take junction 9 for the A11. Follow this road and make sure

you get into the outside lane for the A14 signed Bury St Edmunds. Leave

the A14 Junction 43, signposted to central Bury St Edmunds. Once clear

of the exit roundabout, follow the signs to Town Centre. Take the first exit

at the next roundabout (after 300 yards) into Northgate Street. At the

second set of traffic lights (T - Junction), turn left into Mustow Street and

first left into Cotton Lane, past the Hawkes garage and the Drive Car

Showroom. Carry on down to the bottom of Cotton Lane and turn right in

the council car park.

Sat Nav: IP33 1XP

By Rail: Nearest Railway Station: Bury St Edmunds:

Bury St Edmunds Station is operated by Greater Anglia as are all trains

calling there. The line is easily accessible from Cambridge, Peterborough

and in the opposite direction, Ipswich. 

The station has two platforms, Platform 1 is served by trains from the

West (Cambridge and Peterborough) and Platform 2 is served by trains

from the East (Ipswich). The station is located close to Ram Meadow, a 15

minute walk, however there is a taxi rank and bus collection point in the

car park at the Station. 



MATCH REPORT
1-11-1

The Millers started off the campaign with a trip to Suffolk and after a hard fought battle we were forced to share to spoils

with Aveley ruining missed opportunities when leading to kill the game off. 

Alex Akrofi gave The Millers the lead, but were pegged back with ten minutes to go after Luke Hipkin found the top right

hand corner from a tough angle, 25 yards out.

It was a very even first half with the hosts in all yellow kits having a chance down our left hand side, winger Cruise

Nyadzayo got in behind but fired his shot high wide and left of the goal.

With our first attack of the game, The Millers should've been awarded a penalty with the opportunity to take the lead,

George Sykes was played in on goal, he dinked the ball over the keeper, and would've tapped it in but for being taken down

by the on-rushing goalkeeper, but protests were waved away by the referee to Aveley's dismay.

George Sykes was involved again soonafter and was this time denied by the goalkeeper who made a save to deny the

striker after great link up between Alex Akrofi and Shad Ngandu down the left hand side created the opening, but a smart

stop denied us the lead.

Halfway through the first half we had another opportunity, Harry Donovan won the ball well and played it to Alex Akrofi he

stood the defdender up, delivered a cross into the box which was met by the head of Manny Ogunrinde but his header

looped over the crossbar and the score remained goalless.

For the next twenty minutes of the match both sides seemed to try and find the other out which made it a tight affair and

a lot of battles in midfield. 

The hosts had a couple of half chances which were both simple saves by David Hughes. Romario Dunne and Jamie Shaw

with those chances that were comfortably saved by David Hughes.

Going into the last couple of minutes of the first half and the hosts again had a couple more half chances. The first was a

deflected cross which crept over the crossbar. The resulting corner fell to Jake Turner but he fired over the crossbar at

the back post.

Half Time | AFC Sudbury 0-0 The Millers.



MATCH REPORT
1-11-1

The second half was a much more lively affair as it burst into life 2 minutes after the restart, Manny Ogunrinde was down

the right hand side after the ball, the AFC Sudbury goalkeeper was out of his area, shoved Manny with both hands into the

advertising hoarding behind the goal. The Millers were expecting a foul and a potential red card, however, neither arrived

and somehow the hosts keeper was let off the hook for the second time in the game.

Three minutes after that injustice and we desevedly took the lead, Alex Akrofi let the ball run to Shad Ngandu and in a quick

motion Shad played a brilliant through ball to Alex Akrofi who applied the finish to put us infront in Suffolk.

AFC Sudbury 0-1 Aveley (Alex Akrofi 50).

After that goal the game felt like it was there for the taking, but The Millers just couldn't find that killer ball and chance to

finish the game off to take the three points back to Parkside. 

With ten minutes to go a sucker-punch as Luke Hipkin was free down the right hand side of the pitch and applied a superb

finish as the ball perfectly found it's way over the head of Millers number one David Hughes. 

AFC Sudbury 1-1 Aveley (Luke Hipkin 79 - Alex Akrofi 50).

The last ten minutes there were chances at both ends, which saw the AFC Sudbury keeper make a brilliant diving save to

his left hand side to deny a point blank range George Allen header. Sudbury had a couple of late corners, but The Millers

stood strong to deny the hosts.

Full Time | AFC Sudbury 1-1 Aveley (Luke Hipkin 79 - Alex Akrofi 50)

Attendance | 282.

AFC Sudbury XI | Lewis Ridd, George Keys, Ellis Girling, Jake

Turner, Joe Grimwood, Lewis O'Malley (Luke Hipkin 75),

Marley Andrews (Reece Harris 65), Isaac Skubich (Dan

Gilchrist 61), Jamie Shaw, Romario Dunne, Cruise Nyadzayo)

Unused Subs | James Askew, Joshua Ambrose.

The Millers XI | David Hughes, Jon Nzengo, Morisi Gelashvili

(Tom Anderson 80), Connor Witherspoon, George Allen. Jack

Mochalski, Manny Ogunrinde (Alex Bragg 83), Harry Donovan,

George Sykes (Alex Clark 75), Shad Ngandu, Alex Akrofi.

Unused Subs | Oscar Shelvey, Freddie Gard.



MATCH PICS
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After the game forward Alex Akrofi spoke to Millers TV to give his

views on the opening day 1-1 draw at AFC Sudbury.

"It was alright, a good game, we went 1-0 up and we probably

could've and should've been better with our final ball. 

To be cuter when we were leading, if we did that we would've

made it two or three, but we didn't get that and they scored a

cross at the end of the day.

We done alright, it's the first game of the season and we didn't

lose, so it's okay. 

It was nice to score, I'm in the team to score goals, so as long as

I'm doing that I'm doing my job."

Alex Akrofi also won goal of the month for our pre-season and this

was his reaction.

"Fantastic, no, I'm joking, I thought Clarky's (Alex Clark) goal

against Lewes was better, but it's not up to me and I'll take it."
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MATCH REACTION

ALEX AKROFI



After our 1-1 draw on the opening day of the season Millers Boss

Keith Rowland gave his views of the game to Millers TV.

"They were okay first half, they were even with us  and I asked the

players at half time to tidy up a bit, and in the second half I thought

we dominated.

To come away from home to only get a point with a team maybe

having one or two real shots at you is disappointing. 

But I thought after we scored we had that ten minute period

where we should've capitalised and really dominated a bit better.

We had one on ones, three on twos and we just came away from it

a bit, I thought if we were better, sharper and at 2-0, I'm not so

sure they had two goals in them nevermind one. 

Typical first game of the season, I can't be too frustrated with

them, it's a long way to go. 

I thought if we were sharper, brighter and a little bit fitter and

three or four games down the line the outcome would've been a

different story."

Keith also reflected on pre-season to Millers TV after this game.

"Pretty decent pre-season, I thought the Dagenham game was a

good game for the club, apart from that all the other games were

good standard and competitve and we held our own.

Pre-season is all about getting fit and not results, breeding good

habbits, finding the right shape to play with. 

We're still a little bit off, but we wont take long, the league isn't

won first game of the season and certainly not lost, so we'll stay

patient.

We've got a couple of players still not with us just yet, and they

will certainly help to make us better."
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MATCH REACTION

KEITH ROWLAND



A blockbuster match to kick start both sides Emirates FA Cup campaigns which saw a battling performance from The

Millers and a wonderful goal from Alex Akrofi send Aveley into the First Round Qualifying where we will travel to Essex

Senior League side Ilford, who defeated Barking 3-2 at Mayesbrook Park at the weekend.

It was a great performance from all involved and tackles were flying in from the first minute with Connor Witherspoon,

Harry Donovan and Shad Ngandu putting in some great flying tackels in the opening exchanges.

Ten minutes into the game and we had a half chance, good work down the left hand side from Alex Clark as he fashioned

his own effort but it was saved by well by The Jammers keeper at his near post.

Maldon & Tiptree had a shout for a free-kick against George Allen which could've seen him sent off if the referee had given

it, but it looked like a shoulder to shoulder and George Allen beat the Maldon & Tiptree forward to the ball prior to going to

the ground.

Alex Clark was forced off with a nasty looking injury as he fell to the ground and looked to have jarred his knee after

colliding with the ground.

Millers spent the opening 45 minutes on the front foot and the pressure almost paid off, Jon Nzengo linked up with Alex

Akrofi, Akrofi managed to find Harry Dononvan who fired towards goal but a brilliant block forced the ball an inch wide of

the left hand post. 

We weren't to be denied very long and a minute later as the game just went into injury time and we took the lead. Manny

Ogunrinde played it to Alex Akrofi, Alex Akrofi managed to go past three players before curling an unstoppable rocket into

the keepers top left hand corner. 

Maldon & Tiptree 0-1 Aveley (Alex Akrofi 45).

MATCH REPORT
0-10-1



MATCH REPORT
0-10-1

Half Time | Maldon & Tiptree 0-1 The Millers.

The second half was underway and The Millers started the second 45 minutes with 2 big chances that just wouldn't fall for

either of our players as Maldon & Tiptree hung onto the game. Jon Nzengo and Manny Ogunrinde found themselves in the

box but just couldn't apply the right finish to double our lead.

George Sykes found himself through down the right hand side but from a tight angle he fired his effort just over the bar.

Alex Akrofi was next to be denied, Shad Ngandu won the ball in the centre of the park, drove the ball forward, played it into

Alex Akrofi who was then denied by.a wonderful double save.

Despite The Millers sitting back to soak up the pressure they limited Maldon & Tiptree into one real effort on goal which

saw David Hughes pull out a fantastic save with his legs to keep The Millers deservedly infront.

We could've doubled the game deep into stoppage time, Harry Dononvan done well to win the ball and find Alex Akrofi,

Akrofi fired towards goal but it flashed wide of the right hand post.

Full Time | Maldon & Tiptree 0-1 The Millers.

Attendance | 308.

Maldon & Tiptree XI | Ben McNamara, Aaron Williams-Bushell,

Makhosini Khayne, Laste Dombaxe (Shomari Barnwell 70), Joe

Turpin, Harry Taylor, Bradley McClenaghan (Malachi Napa 45),

Charlee Hughes, John Gilbert, Scott Kemp.

Unused Subs | Lordon Akolbire, Maliq Jikiemi, Jayden Beales,

Roshan Greensall, Tyrell Lowe.

The Millers XI | David Hughes, Jon Nzengo, Jason Ring,

Connor Witherspoon, George Allen. Tom Anderson, Shad

Ngandu, Harry Donovan, George Sykes, Alex Clark (Manny

Ogunrinde 28), Alex Akrofi.

Unused Subs | Freddie Gard, Marlon Agyakwa, Jack

Mochalski, Oscar Shelvey, Joe Palmer (GK).
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Captain Connor Witherspoon gave his views to Millers TV after our

1-0 victory over Maldon & Tiptree in the Emirates FA Cup

Preliminary Round tie at Park Drive.

"Of course FA Cup you want to do well,you don't know when you're

going to have a good run. It was a really good team performance,

everyone to a man put a load of effort in, really grafted and that's

all you can really ask for.

One bit of quality was enough to win it from Al (Alex Akrofi), they

kept the ball a lot in the second half but I never felt massivley in

trouble with Hughesy only needing to make one save in the game.

Maybe we could've hit them on the break with a bit more quality,

but we won and that's the main thing."
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MATCH REACTION

CONNOR WITHERSPOON



Goalkeeper David Hughes spoke to Millers TV after 1-0 Emirates FA

Cup victory away at fellow Isthmian North side Maldon & Tiptree.

"Feels really good, we owed them a bit, they put out stats from last

ten meetings with 8 wins for them (Maldon & Tiptree) and two

draws, so it was good.

I think it means a good platofrm for the season, we dug out the

result and we managed the game really well and that will help us in

the league going forward."

David Hughes also gave his views on the upcoming Friday night

Isthmian North clash at home to Great Wakering Rovers.

"It will be nie to have a Friday night at home, we need to win, we can't

be playing catch up for too long so we need to make sure we're not."
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MATCH REACTION

DAVID HUGHES



RESULTS ONLY FOR ISTHMIAN NORTH TEAMS INVOLVED IN THE EMIRATES FA CUP
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EMIRATES FA CUP

PRELIM RD RESULTS

SATURDAY 21ST AUGUST 2021

BARKING 2-3 ILFORD

BRENTWOOD TOWN 1-0 LEIGHTON TOWN

CANVEY ISLAND 2-1 WALTHAM ABBEY

COCKFOSTERS 1-2 AFC SUDBURY

COGENHOE UNITED 0-2 DEREHAM TOWN

COGGESHALL TOWN 0-1 BERKHAMSTED

FAKENHAM TOWN 0-1 BURY TOWN

FELIXSTOWE & WALTON UNITED 5-3 SOUTHEND MANOR

GREAT WAKERING ROVERS 3-1 HEYBRIDGE SWIFTS

MALDON & TIPTREE 0-1 AVELEY

NORTH GREENFORD 0-7 TILBURY

STOWMARKET TOWN 4-0 WITHAM TOWN

WALTHAMSTOW 2-0 HULLBRIDGE SPORTS 

SUNDAY 22ND AUGUST 2021

BALDOCK TOWN 2-1 GRAYS ATHLETIC

KENSINGTON BOROUGH 0-1 ROMFORD



EMIRATES FA CUP FIRST QUALIFYING ROUND FIXTURES INVOLVING ISTHMIAN NORTH CLUBS 
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EMIRATES FA CUP

1ST Q DRAW

SATURDAY 4TH SEPTEMBER 2021

ENFIELD TOWN vs DEREHAM TOWN

BURY TOWN vs NORWICH UNITED

WINGATE & FINCHLEY vs BASILDON UNITED

POTTON UNITED vs AFC SUDBURY

FELIXSTOWE & WALTON UNITED vs GREAT WAKERING ROVERS

ILFORD vs AVELEY

KINGS LANGLEY vs ROMFORD

STOWMARKET TOWN vs POTTERS BAR TOWN

BRENTWOOD TOWN vs CHESHUNT

BEDFORD TOWN vs CANVEY ISLAND

ASHFORD TOWN (MIDDX) OR KNAPHILL vs TILBURY

Match Dates: The default date for matches in the First Round Qualifying is Saturday 4th

September, Kick-Off 3PM. Replays are mandatory if a first match is drawn after 90 minutes.

Replays must be scheduled on or before Thursday 9th September, Kick-Off 7.45PM.

Prize Fund Payment: First Round Qualifying:

Winning Club: £2,250

Losing Club: £750



Friday Night Football is back at Parkside. First home game of the season tonight against Great Wakering Rovers and we

can’t wait! There’s been five games since the last Son’s page, so I’ll try and remember everything that has happened.

First, we had 3 final pre-season games to get us ready for the season proper. The first at home to Dagenham and

Redbridge saw us lose 5-0. The score makes it sound worse than it was, Daggers obviously at a different level to Aveley

and when you look at the goals they have scored against other teams in our league, we’ll take 5-0. Another home defeat

followed, this time 4-2 to Lewes FC. Again, a good performance, but Lewes looked a very strong well drilled team. Two

good goals though from the Alex’s. Akrofi bagging his first for this season and Clark netting his 7th of Pre-season.

Looking like it will be a good season for Clarky.

The final pre=season game and a day out at the seaside as we traveled to Herne Bay. The weather on the way looked like

it was going to be a wash out, but luckily for us, the sun was shining all afternoon. A nice bit of fish and chips on the sea

front before heading to the ground washed down with a pint, although I’m not sure why they only seem to have Fosters

on tap in Herne Bay. It’s a nice little ground at Herne Bay, good old fashioned style terraces behind the goal a decent spot

to watch Ringo get the equalizer to make it 1-1 at half time, before our other wingback Nzengo run through and put us 2-

1 up. Akrofi then finished the day with a neatly tucked away spot kick. 3-1 the final score. Pre-season done. 

On to the real stuff.

First game of the new season took us away to AFC Sudbury for a bit of a feisty game. This was Son’s first visit to Sudbury

and I have to say I was impressed with the ground, a nice mix of the old and the new with a modern club house and burger

bar, with more traditional stands around the 3G pitch. And talking of burgers…. What a burger. 

Funny how away days are being judged by the quality of a burger and the gourmet burger at Sudbury is a very strong 8/10.

Nearly bought a second. Anyway, the game. A first half full of dodgy refereeing decisions, for both teams ended 0-0. The

dodgy decisions continued in the second half when the Sudbury keeper rammed Manny into advertising boarding.

Nothing given by the ref, shocking. Absolute stone waller! Aveley took the lead a couple of mins later though. A lovely

through ball from Shad was slotted home by Akrofi as the Millers took the lead. 

Sudbury got one back about 15mins later, was it a cross? Was it a Shot? A Cross come shot? You decide. Check out the

highlights on Millers TV. 

The game ended with a heated exchange, as AGAIN the keeper used his hands on a player, barging Akrofi over this time,

both teams began to argue before the keeper fell to the floor. Sniper in the ground. When it all calmed down the ref had

booked the keeper and for some reason Shad. The game finished 1-1. A draw better than a loss for the season opener.

Next came the FA Cup. A preliminary round match away to Maldon and Tiptree. Not the draw we wanted when it was

made. Jammers have a good history with this competition in recent years, they made the first-round proper last season

having reached the second round the year before. 

Aveley’s record at Maldon has been a tough one too. Not sure the last time we won there, I’m sure someone has the

exact figures. 
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It was another enjoyable end to end game though with Aveley looking on top throughout (my bias opinion). 

Just before half time Akrofi with a nice bit of close control before curling it in, top bins. In the second half the lads worked

their socks off to score another but it just wouldn’t come. 

Maldon & Tiptree didn’t look like the team they have been in previous seasons and never really caused us much trouble.

Although they did have a spell of pressure in the last ten minutes, but never looked like scoring. 

So, a 1-0 win away and into the next round. Oh, and the burgers, an average 5/10.

So tonight, its Great Wakering at home. Our last game against them was back in December 2019, a 1-0 win. We are at 4

wins and 1 loss in the last 5 games against Great Wakering, so hoping to make it another W tonight. 

3 Points needed please boys! 

Come and join us behind the goal, make some noise and cheer on Keith Rowland’s Blue and White Army.

#TogetherAveley
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DAVID HUGHES (GK)
JOE PALMER (GK)

RYAN SCOTT
MORISI GELASHVILI
JONATHAN NZENGO

TOM ANDERSON
OLAMIJI AYOOLA

JASON RING
GEORGE ALLEN

JACK MOCHALSKI
ALEX BRAGG

HARRY DONOVAN
OSCAR SHELVEY

CONNOR WITHERSPOON
SHAD NGANDU
FREDDIE GARD
KOBY YEBOAH

ALEX CLARK
MARLON AGYAKWA
MANNY OGUNRINDE

GEORGE SYKES
ALEX AKROFI

TIM BROWN (GK)
JAKE PITTY

BILLY JOHNSON
SAM CARTER
PERRY DUNN

CONNOR MARTIN
JAKE GORDON
BILLY HARRIS

MARTIN TUOHY
MITCHELL GILBEY
CHARLIE MORRIS

LEWIS JAGGS
SHAYE MCKENZIE-LA-ROSE

LOUIE HAY
GEORGE COX
ADAM VYSE
SAM DULIEU

DANNY HURFORD

MANAGER: KEITH ROWLAND

BLUE SHIRTS

BLUE SHORTS

BLUE SOCKS

MANAGER: STEPHEN BUTTERWORTH

GREEN & WHITE SHIRTS

GREEN SHORTS

WHITE SOCKS

MATCH OFFICIALS

REFEREE: PETER CONN

ASSISTANT REFEREES: MARCIN INDYK & DANIEL BARNES


